"An AUTHor in form": women wriTers, PrinT PUblicATion, And elizAbeTH monTAgU's DiaLoguEs of tHE DEaD by mArkmAn ellis in may 1760, the whig statesman and author george lyttelton (1709-1773) anonymously published a collection of twenty-eight prose satires entitled Dialogues of the Dead, to considerable popular success. The last three dialogues, announced as being "by another hand," were the first writing by elizabeth montagu (1718-1800) to be published in print.
1 montagu was a woman of considerable wealth and social connection, who, during the 1750s, had developed an ambitious interest in literary and philosophical debate: in the 1760s and 1770s she found literary and intellectual fame as the so-called Queen of the bluestockings, an informal sociable grouping of female and male writers and critics. Publication-becoming an author-was a significant event in her history, an important boundary crossing into the literary world. This examination of montagu's first publication focuses on the debate she undertook with other writers in her circle, especially elizabeth carter and sarah scott, on the question of being publically acknowledged as a writer, a condition she termed being "an author in form," especially with regard to contemporary notions of female propriety and status. 2 recent studies in the eighteenth century have argued that the categories of literature were in transformation in this period. The commercialization of print culture, the emergence of the professional writer, and the rise of the woman writer all contribute to the modernizing narrative of the "restructuring of the literary world," as simon during has called it. 3 The context of this essay is the intersection between the rise of the professional writer, figured as an independent, commercially-oriented originator of his or her own intellectual property, and that of the women writers, for whom professionalization remained deeply troubling. 4 it has been repeatedly argued-by Jane spenser and Janet Todd in the 1980s, and norma clarke and betty schellenberg in recent years-that the eighteenth century witnessed a significant increase in the number of women writers, and in the number of their publications.
5 And yet, as has been noted often, long after the first echelon of women writers such as delarivier manley and Aphra behn, there remained among women writers a significant resistance to the professional status of an author. This was manifested at the level of discourse and practice in an unwillingness to be known as a writer in public and an almost habitual recourse to anonymity in publication. Anxiety about the public propriety of authorship remained evident late in the century amongst writers such as frances burney, Ann radcliffe, and Jane Austen: burney's elaborate schemes to conceal her composition of Evelina in 1778, from her father and more generally the public, are well known. 6 Harold love has described this resistance to print publication as a culture of "hiding," while schellenberg has described "the modest muse" of women writers, and catherine gallagher has noted their "vanishing act." 7 while many women saw writing as a legitimate creative medium, they also expressed doubts that print publication offered them the dignity and propriety appropriate to their gender.
This paper uses the case of elizabeth montagu's first publication to explore the complicated paradox of the woman writer in the context of professionalization and commercialization. it does so in the spirit of involution, following the model of other contributions to this debate (love, margaret ezell) that have recognized the endurance of submerged and complicated histories of authorship in the period, including practices of social and collaborative composition, and manuscript dissemination or scribal publication. 8 it explores a specific discourse on authorship, associated particularly with high-status and aristocratic writers, and outlined in the Characteristicks of men, manners, opinions, times (1714) by Anthony Ashley cooper, earl of shaftesbury (1671-1713). shaftesbury's Characteristicks is an important statement of aesthetics and moral philosophy in the early eighteenth century that remained popular throughout the century. in his self-reflective analysis of his philosophical methods, shaftesbury analyzes the dynamics of polite conversation and coffee-house debate, and reflects on the status of the author and of commercial print publication. in soliloquy: or, advice to an author (a part of Characteristicks first published separately in 1710), shaftesbury developed an argument to reconcile aristocratic manners, whose independence eschewed the obligations and compromises of trade, with the practices and ideology of commercial print publication. His discussion turns on his definition of a writer who through commercial print publication accepts the character of an author in public, a state he identifies as "an author in form." or political reward. He recognized, however, that other authors wrote for money: these he disparaged as "merchant-Adventurers in the letter-Trade, who in correspondence with their factor-bookseller, are enter'd into a notable commerce with the World." 10 despite his hostility to the corrupting influence of commercial bookselling, shaftesbury paid very close attention to the production of his works in the press. Adopting a practice common in the period, one identified by love as a particular form of scribal publication called author publication, manuscript copies of his works were circulated amongst a small coterie of friends, not simply for amendment and correction, but in place of print publication.
11 shaftesbury observed, however, a hidden danger in this practice: manuscripts in circulation could be subject to further copying outside the author's control, in the course of which errors could be introduced. To protect the writer from these errors, shaftesbury proposed that his "pen-work" should be set up in type, made perfect by revision, and printed in as many copies as he needed. 12 The resulting printed copies would be easier to read, he argued: "'Tis requisite, that my friends, who peruse these advices [soliloquy], shou'd read 'em in better characters than those of my own Hand-writing." it is thus with some irony that shaftesbury referred to his printer as his amanuensis, a term usually reserved for a manuscript copyist. Printer's type, he reasoned, was a "very fair Hand," which "may save me the trouble of re-copying, and can readily furnish me with as many hansom copys as i wou'd desire, for my own and friends service." furthermore, and somewhat disingenuously, he argued that it would be vulgar and self-indulgent to forbid the amanuensis-printer the right to print as many copies as was commercially prudent. "i have not, indeed, forbid my amanuensis the making as many [printed copies] as he pleases for his own benefit. what i write is not worth being made a mystery. And if it be worth any one's purchasing; much good may it do the Purchaser. 'Tis a traffick i have no share in; tho i accidentally furnish the subject-matter." shaftesbury's disinterested publication method reconciles his aristocratic status to the new and vulgar world of commercial print publication, with all its attendant benefits. As shaftesbury proclaims, "Thus i am no-wise more an author, for being in Print."
13 shaftesbury recognized that a writer can be an author through manuscript dissemination as readily as through print, and concluded that a writer's productions might be disseminated in print by a bookseller, without that writer necessarily becoming that low and vulgar thing, an author. reflections on shaftesbury's model continued through the century: when Philip and charles yorke (sons of Philip yorke, first earl of Hardwicke), composed their athenian Letters, together with eight friends, and edited by Thomas birch, they had it printed by the bookseller James bettenham in 1741 in an edition of twelve copies for their private consumption only.
14 shaftesbury's model of publication and authorship, this essay proposes, is adopted by lyttelton and montagu in the Dialogues of the Dead, evidence for which can be found in the text itself, and in montagu's extensive and still largely unpublished correspondence.
i. collAborATion And coTerie
Although the elizabeth montagu's biography, and her role as the Queen of the bluestockings, is well known, she was an atypical woman for the period. 15 she had a relatively extensive education, in which she learned french, italian, and latin. Her family was wealthy and well-connected: part of the montagu cousinhood, a powerful family in whig politics in mid-century england. Her wealth was significantly increased after her husband edward montagu (1692-1775), an mP whom she married in 1742, inherited extensive collieries in newcastle in 1758. elizabeth montagu occupied a privileged position in society, even though she was untitled and her husband's political career was negligible. 16 montagu's intellectual curiosity and ambitions first became apparent in the early 1750s through her engagement with intellectual circles close to her family, manifested especially in letters to her cousin, the clergyman, poet, and philosopher gilbert west. Her experience with these intellectual circles and correspondence networks in the 1750s formed an important precursor for the more extensive sociable assemblies for which the bluestocking "salon" later became well known. 17 it was through her participation in west's intellectual circles that montagu cemented her acquaintance with lyttelton, an established literary figure who had published influential poetry and satires. He was moreover an important whig politician: one of cobham's cubs in the 1730s, he had held high office in 1740s, and in 1755 was made chancellor of the exchequer in newcastle's administration.
18 sir george, as he was known from 1751 to 1756, was elevated to the peerage on his retirement from office in november 1756, as the first baron lyttelton of frankley. from around 1753, montagu and lyttelton followed a broadly coincident social circuit, focused on a summer season at Tunbridge wells, the winter parliamentary sessions in london, and interrupted by periods apart at their country houses (montagu at sandleford in berkshire, lyttelton at Hagley in wiltshire). Their friendship was consolidated by the close proximity of their london townhouses, located within a few doors of each other in Hill street, mayfair. After west's death in 1755, montagu sought more social and intellectual stimulation beyond her close family circle, looking not only to lyttelton but also another elder whig statesman, william Pulteney, known then as earl of bath, and, after 1758, elizabeth carter. dissemination of her writing, both letters and satires, in manuscript within this coterie, established for montagu a considerable intellectual reputation, although as emma clery has suggested, this reputation caused her some embarrassment, she having been "hailed as a genius before managing to produce a single work." 19 The sociable formation established by west's circle provided montagu and lyttelton with a model for how to conduct a heterosexual intellectual relationship, although when they first began corresponding in 1755, other more established forms of courtship and flirtation were hard to evade. montagu had some difficulty asserting her intellectual and moral seriousness in the face of lyttelton's flashy and flirtatious epistolary swagger. montagu's letters persevered with long and considered analyzes of books and ideas even when lyttelton's response was simply witty and teasing. Her strategy seems to have worked, as lyttelton, impressed with her intellectual ability, began to share her letters with others. An important topic of their correspondence was reading history, a genre accorded importance in this period for women as well as men, "as a mode of personal and national education," as karen o'brien has argued. 20 montagu and lyttelton's letters in the 1750s record their engagement with contemporary histories by david Hume, william robertson, and Voltaire, amongst others. montagu also offered praise for lyttelton's own labours as a historian: he was engaged in writing his History of the life of King Henry the second, a project that occupied him for more than twenty years before the first volume was published in 1767.
21 History-writing in lyttelton's circle was predominantly an expression of political allegiance, but also an outlet for aesthetic and social values. lyttelton's history-writing was published under his own name and aristocratic title, the burden of which gave him considerable pains. in preparing his work for the press, lyttelton practiced a form of manuscript publication, common in the period, circulating copies of his manuscript widely amongst his circle. lyttelton also used a variation of shaftesbury's method of private print-publication dissemination: he arranged at his own expense for drafts to be set in type, and sheets to be printed off the press, only to give them such extensive revision over such a long period, that new settings and proofs had to be prepared subsequently.
22 lytteltonian history-writing was completed very slowly, revised extensively and repeatedly, and published in prestigious formats appropriate to patrician and aristocratic values. both the debate on history and history-writing in the correspondence, and lyttelton's publication practices, form the intellectual and practical context for the Dialogues of the Dead.
The dialogues, composed in the winter of 1759-1760, emerge out of a process that was as much sociable as literary. in late 1759 lyttelton and montagu began exchanging letter books, which comprised organized collections of exemplary manuscript letters assembled in order in a book or folder. The purpose of these exchanges was sociable, a gift of entertainment and information that was also a display of wit and learning. montagu's letter book was also circulated to Pulteney in march and April 1760. 23 The exchange of letter books opened the way to the circulation in late 1759 of a manuscript collection of Dialogues of the Dead written by lyttelton: as he commented, "to amuse you tonight i have sent you two dialogues more. you have not told me what you think of the last." 24 montagu responded to lyttleton's dialogues with copies of her own literary compositions, commenting on 1 January 1760 that Those [letters] from the illustrious i consider as written in their theatrical character, for tho' they are written behind the scenes, which gives them an air of reality, they are made to suit the assumed character. 25 in march and April 1760, the dissemination coterie for these "theatrical" letters was extended to include Pulteney, Anne Pitt (the sister of william Pitt, earl of chatham), edmund burke, and perhaps also the physician messenger mounsey and elizabeth carter.
26 except for carter, this was a local group comprised of friends living proximate to each other in westminster. montagu and lyttelton were both in london occupying houses only a few doors apart, Anne Pitt was staying with montagu while her own house was being fitted up, burke lived in wimpole street at cavendish square, and Pulteney was not far away in bath House, Piccadilly. Proximity reinforced the sociable composition of the manuscript dialogues: through regular meetings, montagu developed topics, received advice on argument and allusion, and established responses. revision was also sociable: the group practiced a form of amendment criticism aimed at preparing the work for the press and for the public by the systematic removal of errors of fact or grammar, clarification of prose, and sharpening of wit. These practices of sociable composition and coterie criticism find further elaboration in the social formations of montagu's subsequent bluestocking assemblies.
writing a satire was a brave step for an intellectually ambitious woman, given the historically enduring hostility to women satirists. 27 Publishing such a satire was even more risky. nonetheless, by the end of April 1760, montagu's dialogues were included in lyttelton's plans to publish in print a volume of Dialogues of the Dead. 28 Although she wrote at least five dialogues, only three were included in the published volume.
29 she intended them to be published anonymously. she advised carter that "you may tell any of yr friends of ld lyttelton's dialogues, as to ye other scribblers they desire to be unknown to all but you, mrs Pitt, ld lyttelton & mr burke, who writes over these dialogues, least ye hand shd betray it." 30 The sense of montagu's sentence is not easy to follow, and is not helped by her suggestion of multiple "scribblers" contributing to the publication. but it seems that, to maintain her anonymity, she had burke act as her amanuensis or copyist, so that her own handwriting would not be recognized, especially by her publisher and printer. 31 montagu's comments to carter suggest some uncertainty about the moral virtue of allowing the dialogues to be printed. Her satires would, she supposed, arouse public comment: that was integral to their purpose as satire. in her letter to carter, she commented that she had written a dialogue "between mercury & a modern fine lady, for which ye fine ladies wd hate me still more than they do, but i shall decline ye honour of their aversion by being unknown." 32 The maintenance of anonymity was central to her project. montagu proposes that anonymity would protect her reputation from the stigma of public recognition and critical judgement, but at the same time, she expresses excitement at the prospect of public recognition. in the same letter, she promised to keep carter informed of the Dialogues' reception: "i shall at times tell you all ye criticks say of ye dialogues from the great w-n [warburton] to the commentators in ye chronicle." montagu imagines criticism polarized in two extremes: on one side, william warburton (1698-1779) was a prominent clergyman (at this time, dean of bristol), and a fractious literary critic; and on the other, the London Chronicle, a thrice-weekly newspaper. with more than a little false modestly, however, montagu thinks her contribution beneath the attention of the critics. i fear ye dialogues by ye unknown hand will be below criticism. i propose great entertainment in hearing people delicate before me in their criticism of my friends work & very explicite in ye faults they find with mine, or rather exclaim against their general want of merit, but in this they will not pain me, for i hope my inducement was only to do that little good it was in my power to aim at. 33 carter, in reply, was polite in her congratulations, but did not offer much hope for montagu's bid for anonymity, writing on 12 may:
do not flatter yourself that the anonymous author of the dialogues will remain long concealed. i have a strange persuasion that it will be immediately be discovered to whom the world is obliged for them; at least i think i should certainly have ascribed those which i have had the pleasure of seeing to but one person. 34 carter's observation that montagu's authorship will be discovered, perhaps even from her style of writing, suggests a more pragmatic understanding of the literary scene, even though carter's language here, describing her "strange persuasion," has overtones of a more unwelcome interrogation.
ii. DiaLoguEs of tHE DEaD
The completed 332-page octavo volume was published as Dialogues of the Dead, on saturday 17 may by william sandby of fleet-street, having been printed by samuel richardson. 35 The anonymous title page was adorned with a new, specially cut engraving of mercury, summoner of the living to the realm of the dead. 36 such was the public enthusiasm for the work that on the first day of its sale, a second edition was advertised as being in press, to appear "on thursday next," that is, 22 may. 37 in fact, as william b. Todd has shown, the book's rapid sale caused the printer a great deal of trouble, as demand exceeded the capacity of richardson's printing shop to produce the sheets. when the decision came to increase the run mid-edition, richardson was forced to farm some sheets to other printers. Todd's examination of the press figures demonstrates that there were three interrelated editions in the first few days: two unmarked firsts and a "second" (third), all three published between 17 and 22 may, and another, the "third" (fourth), on 4 september 1760. 38 The book was a publishing phenomenon: the antiquary william clarke reported to lyttelton's brother charles, in August 1760, that "we hear something almost incredible, that the whole impression of the Dialogues of the Dead was sold off in two Hours." 39 The popular welcome to the book made it one of the great literary successes of the year, alongside that of the first london volumes of laurence sterne's tristram shandy (1760). curiosity about the anonymous writers was intense.
The volume consisted of a preface followed by twenty-eight dialogues, the last three identified as being "by another Hand." in his preface, lyttelton signalled the project's allegiance to classical precedents, noting his debt to lucian "among the Ancients," and to the french writers françois fénelon and bernard le bovier de fontenelle "among the moderns." 40 At the same time, lyttelton complained that no dialogues of the dead "worthy of notice" had been published in english, excepting those by richard Hurd, which could be excluded because they passed "between living Persons." 41 classical literature offered several formal models that allowed the dead to speak, including narratives of a descent into the underworld, letters from the dead to the living, and dream visions. in the dialogue of the dead the voice of the dead was presented without a framing narrative: the dead speak to each other, the reader overhears. lyttelton's preface lays out the rules obeyed by his dialogues, in which "remarkable Persons" from "the History of all Times, and all nations" debate together in the after-world. This method allows him to give the dialogues "Dramatic spirit" and so convey "critical, moral, or Political observations" (instruction), in an "agreeable method" (entertainment). 42 The dialogues continue his interest in history writing by another method: as karen o'brien has observed, such historical satires were typical of the "refurbishment" of historical subgenres in the mid-eighteenth century, reflecting "a new awareness among writers of the affective possibilities of history." 43 lyttelton's twenty-five dialogues introduce a comparatively narrow range of characters, ranging from classical figures (writers and philosophers such Plato, Virgil, lucian, and characters from classical fictions such as Ulysses and circe), to historical personages of the early modern period and the eighteenth century (John locke and Pierre bayle, Queen christina of sweden, niccolò machiavelli). Two are identified as generic types: an "english duellist" and a "northAmerican savage" (40). As this suggests, lyttelton's dialogues are an elite space: while the underworld is accessible to every dead person, all but two of the conversations recorded by lyttelton are between named and celebrated men and women. Although the dialogues range widely over history, three historical periods are especially favoured: the roman civil war and the peace of Augustus, the conflicts of the elizabethan period, and the english civil war and restoration. These three periods are a key focus for whig historical writing of the mideighteenth century, as the favoured occasions for debate on liberty in its english settlement. The dialogues repeatedly turn on a contrast between ancient and modern society, and while they often consider the achievements of their historical actors, they do not simply champion one period over the other, but rather, analyze the historical factors that influenced events. lyttelton's dialogues aim at the balanced view that Paddy bullard has argued was typical of mid-century whig historiography. 44 The historiographic seriousness of the dialogues was reinforced by lyttelton's deployment of extensive marginal citations pointing to scholarly evidence. 45 The citations advertise the ambition and seriousness of lyttelton's scholarship, but also undercut his didactic purpose by implying that his readers lack the education to recognize his allusions unaided.
montagu's three dialogues appear to be an adroit imitation of lyttelton's project, yet offer subtle revisions. Two of her three satires-between cadmus and Hercules, and Plutarch and a modern bookseller-focus on the question of the moral status of learning and the arts, and the third-between mercury and a modern fine ladydirects attention specifically to the status of women. she shows more interest in type-characters than historical figures: a good example is found in montagu's second dialogue (no. 27), between mercury, the messenger of the underworld, and "a Modern fine Lady" (300) further identified as "mrs. modish" (300). 46 in this satire on the wealthy women of urban high society, montagu was essentially attacking her own peer group. when the messenger of death calls, mrs. modish politely explains that she is too busy to accept his invitation to travel to the underworld, complaining "indeed, mr. mercury, i cannot have the pleasure of waiting upon you now. i am engaged, absolutely engaged" (300). when mercury reiterates that death does not wait, mrs. modish insists that she is too busy, as her time is occupied by social engagements, by the balls, plays, opera, and parties "common to women of my rank. . . . it would be the rudest thing in the world not to keep my appointments" (301). montagu's attack converges on the empty language of society women, noticing especially the fashionable and foreign term "the bon ton," a new francophone borrowing that the satire describes as beyond definition. Although montagu's selfreflexive satire turns on the language of fashionable female society, it also seems to depend on such discourse itself, especially misogynist discourse against the moral values of femininity. As will be shown below, the satire exposed montagu to accusations of hypocrisy, as her own elevated social position as a woman was not markedly different from those women she attacked. Although this was montagu's most popular and fêted dialogue, it is also the most problematic. by exposing herself to criticism, through its pointed social criticism of her equals and betters, montagu was severely testing the propriety of her bordercrossing into publication.
The cultural value of literature forms the topic for montagu's other two dialogues. Her first is arguably the most orthodox imitation of lyttelton: it is conducted between two classical heroes, cadmus, known for his prominence in the arts, and Hercules, the martial hero. Hercules complains that while cadmus has won no battles, and made no conquests, he has a high status in the underworld. Hercules accuses cadmus of having done nothing but teach "his countrymen to sit still and read" (293). The dialogue is a defence of wit, learning, and poetry, promoting virtue and civilisation against the claims of military exploits and heroism. 47 The third dialogue begins with the historian and essayist Plutarch (mestrius Plutarchus, 46 Ad?-Ad 120), and charon, in greek mythology the ferryman of the newly dead across the Hades. These two representatives of classical culture encounter a type-character from the modern age, a wealthy book-merchant called the "modern bookseller," who complains he has too much "business in the other world" to stay long in the underworld (306). (The particular subject of montagu's bookseller satire is not known). 48 As a great author, Plutarch is charged with reasoning with him: but the modern bookseller replies derisively: "Am i got into a world so absolutely the reverse of that i left, that here authors domineer over Booksellers?" (306-7). As classical authors don't sell, the bookseller claims they have no power over him. in his estimation, the "natural war" (309) between "men of science and fools," (310) has been won by the latter, and "the Party of the learned" (310) hold out only in the "forts and fastnesses at oxford and cambridge." (310). classical authors, the "old musty moralists" (310), are no longer studied by young men and "men of the world" (310), and instead the market is all for "new books, which teach them to have no Virtue at all" (310). even women, he says, are "not afraid to read our books, which not only dispose to gallantry and coquetry, but give rules for them" (311). even the morally improving novels of richardson and other "good Wits" (319) comply with the taste of the age, responding to the "disposition of those who are to read them"-in other words, the market (316). in its conception of the corrupt state of the literary world, the dialogue's satire is broadly scriblerian. booksellers debase the world of learning, montagu argues, by understanding books only as commodities whose sole index of success is their popularity on the market. literature does not have a moral, political, or cultural value, but is simply a commodity that appeals to base or venal tastes. This scriblerian hostility to the booktrade priorities of the modern bookseller thematizes montagu's anxiety about the cultural status of a commercially-oriented professional author. montagu's satire offers a contrast between the manuscript world of publication among the ancients, in which the author is figured as a man of virtue, learning, and honor, and the moral bankruptcy of the new market-driven world of bookseller publishing. The satire dramatizes her own predicament, as a woman writer publishing in commercial and public print, as clearly as it does that of the modern fine lady.
montagu's three dialogues have a distinct flavor. compared to lyttelton's, hers are more interested in contemporary culture-both the follies of high society and the follies of learning-than his historical interest in political conduct and varieties of whiggism. while the tropes of lyttelton's dialogues recur to a series of robust attempts to establish or defend established moral and critical certainties, montagu's dialogues attack the tenets of their own possibility: that there might be stable and enduring cultural value in print and amongst society women. The self-devouring quality of her satirical observations reflects in part the precarious subject position she inhabits as a socially-mobile and wealthy woman of quality who is also an author. nonetheless, while she attacks novelty and modernity, she seems unable to understand the ramifications of her own rebellious subject position as a woman who writes satire. Her resistance to her own argument might be read as a deliberate and strategic maneuver: supposing that she is aware of the precarious nature of her border-crossing into publication, she masks her adventurism with a conservative cultural agenda designed to placate those readers she discomforts.
iii. reAders And AUTHors montagu's correspondence shows that her friends, especially those who knew of her contribution, were enthusiastic about her contribution to the Dialogues. Although this debate amongst her inner circle was private and unpublished, it offers a telling examination of the propriety of a woman of her status appearing in print. The most important exchange was with elizabeth carter, whose prestigious and publicallyacknowledged translation of the ancient greek philosopher epictetus had appeared to high praise in 1758. 49 As a published woman writer, montagu valued her opinion highly. 50 montagu had promised carter a copy of the book as soon as it came off the press, and sent it finally to her at deal on Thursday 15 may. 51 carter described in several letters how the book's arrival at deal was received in her family. Her brother, she said, "snatched it away in an instant" when it arrived: after that, she "consigned it over to my father." 52 Her anecdote explains why she had only had time to read the first two of montagu's three dialogues, which, she said, gave her "a pleasure at least equal to what i had expected from them." 53 carter's letter is full of this sort of back-handed and half-hearted praise: she recalls that she laughed "most cordially" at mrs. modish's "fine lady delineation of the bon ton," and opined that it was "scandalous to suspect that mrs. modish wants the power of amusing" or that "cadmus talks like a pedant." 54 carter finished her letter with another "obliging" compliment about their public reception, saying "i shall soon enjoy the pleasure of hearing them admired by the rest of the world." 55 given the perils of public criticism, carter's observation carries a threatening weight.
in her reply, written around 21 may, montagu thanks carter for what she takes to be her supportive praise, and declares herself "very happy in her approbation of ye dialogues." "with her encouragement i do not know but at last i may become an author in form." she then expatiates on the role of the satirist: montagu recognizes that the satirical agenda of her dialogues is reformative and as such, satire in this mode (polite, gentle, Horatian) is not sublime, but is at least oriented toward public virtue. she goes on goes on to discuss, at some length, the "favourable reception" of her three dialogues, noting that while "lord lytteltons have been admired to the highest degree," her own have not been "disadvantaged" by comparison. "mrs. modish is a great favourite with the Town, but some ladies have toss'd up their heads & said it was abominably satirical." 56 Her point with this equine image is to remind herself that ridicule has the power to wound and as such, could be considered dangerously improper for a woman of her status. montagu's letters repeatedly return to her anonymity: noting with self-interested glee the various conjectures about the author by friends and acquaintances, recording their mistaken guesses and reasoning. she notes that her dialogues were "for some days attributed to mr. charles york," a lawyer, antiquarian, and man of letters, and in 1760 the solicitor-general. The report that yorke was lyttelton's collaborator was still being credibly reported a month later by richard Hurd. 57 Another acquaintance, mrs. Anne donnellan, who was a well-connected society woman, pressed her for information. montagu reported she wrote a note insisting to be informd whether they were yours [i.e. carter's] or --i got myself pretty well out of ye scrape, & feeling they were unworthy of you, i took care to intimate they were not your writing. my friendship resisted the temptation of giving you the blame. i believe without telling a direct fib i have puzzled donnellans curiosity. few have had the indelicacy to ask, but several have hinted & i have parry'd the blow.
she admitted however that "alas they are now mostly given to ye true Author. lady fr: williams & ye authors friends had little doubt." montagu's rather coquettish reports of the public speculations reveal one of the perils of anonymity: in denying her role, she has had to tell a fib, a venial falsehood, even to her friends. montagu weighed the opportunity of literary fame against the risk of reputational damage. she ends her letter requesting further reports of the fortunes of her publication amongst carter's acquaintance, specifically in the circles of the Archbishop of canterbury (carter's friend catherine Talbot was a close member of the family of Archbishop Thomas secker [1683-1768]), and more generally, carter's friends in deal: "Pray let me know the sentence of ye Academy of sciences at deal on ye dialogues." 58 That sentence was passed a few days later, when carter replied from deal on 23 may 1760.
developing an important critical response, carter is just and candid in her account, adopting a polite but circumspect tone that montagu cannot have understood as anything but severe in criticism. (carter did not write again until 5 september 1760, perhaps suggesting a coolness between the two). 59 she begins by describing the book's reception in her family: with her father and brother, with her friend mrs. Hannah Underdown, and with carter's sister. 60 The book she reported had been handed about eagerly-exchanged, debated, discussed-but anonymity involved evasion: "without any manner of falsehood, i have hitherto avoided all difficulties about the author, who, you tell me, is as well known in town, as i told you she would be." 61 carter remains unconvinced by montagu's faith in anonymity, explaining "you tell me you do not know but you may at last become an author in form. i hope you are in earnest, and long to know, whether you have really thought on any particular plan."
The complications are explored in an example: carter observes that "mrs. modish is a favourite here, as well as in london," and goes on to make some comments of her own in the next paragraph on the follies of female society. carter's reaction implies that the satire on female manners in the dialogues is its most ideologically acute discussion. but she also suggests a continuum of folly exists between mrs. modish and the project of montagu's published satire:
i really think the character of mrs. modish, may make many a fine lady heartily ashamed, yet how long that salutary effect may last, i know not, or whether she may not content herself with displacing one absurdity to make room for another. merely to pluck up the weeds of vice and folly as they rise, is an endless task. There will be a constant succession perpetually springing up in vacant ground, and the only way of preventing their growth, is by sowing the mind with the principles of duty. i heartily wish you to be engaged in some work of this kind. 62 carter rejects the moral project of gentle satire: correcting minor follies by exposing them to ridicule, she explains, merely leaves more room for new and diverse forms of foolishness. rather, she proposes in the final sentence, montagu ought to write in an improving genre that would actively cultivate virtue, such as a conduct book, or a manual of practical devotion. carter here occupies an orthodox position amongst women writers of this period, supporting the kind of pious sentimentalism practised by sarah scott, for example, as much as her own scholarly endeavours. scott herself, writing from bath around 20 June, also expressed her disapproval of the Dialogues as a form unsuitable for a woman like montagu. scott argued that
The way you defend yourself from having the three dialogues ascribed to you may weigh with some, but i confess it has not alter'd my opinion; if you think me obstinate i can't help it, but it remains just the same, & except the dialogues had less merit i cannot wish to alter it. 63 scott recognized that anonymity forestalled some objections, but did not obviate her main complaint, that the dialogue form, a prose satire on social follies, exposed her sister to public censure about her own follies. montagu knew two women who were published authors, and both expressed firm reservations about her publication of the dialogues.
iV. "An AUTHor in form"
carter's letter of 23 may 1760 is an interesting reflection on montagu's ambitions for publication-even to the point of picking up her term "an author in form." The phrase is a distinctive one: the oED defines the phrase "in form" as meaning "according to the rules or prescribed methods; also, as a matter of merely formal procedure, formally." 64 in this sense, then, an "author in form" is one who is so formally, according to all the rules: that is, not only published, but so identified in public, and subject to critical examination and debate. becoming an "author in form" is an important event, especially to one who had long entertained the possibility of, and impediments to, such an event.
The phrase itself, an "author in form," as used by both montagu and carter, was adapted from shaftesbury's Characteristicks (1711), and is, i suggest, used in a distinct shaftesburian sense. montagu and carter were not alone in adopting this phrase: Hugh blair and Hurd both returned to the phrase in a commensurate usage later in the century. 65 montagu's letters suggest she had enduring interest in shaftesbury, especially his doctrine of ridicule, although aspects of his theological speculations aroused her suspicions. The first record of montagu reading the Characteristicks was in 1742, when she asks her husband, edward, to send her their copy of the book. 66 montagu's interest in shaftesbury was not unusual in the period, as new popular "pocket" editions in octavo and duodecimo brought the work to new generations of readers. 67 reading and debating the Characteristicks was routine amongst thinking women and men in the mid-century. The debate on shaftesbury was further kept alive by continuing commentary on his arguments, such as John brown's Essays on the Characteristics (1751), which montagu read, and charles bulkley's reply, a vindication of my Lord shaftesbury, on the subject of ridicule (1751). 68 The term "author in form" emerges in the Miscellanies volume of the Characteristicks, in which shaftesbury adopted the persona of a miscellany writer, or periodical essayist, to return to topics canvassed earlier in the book. in the third "miscellany," shaftesbury reexamines the relationship between the author and the public. of all the artificial relations form'd between mankind the more capricious and variable is that of author and Reader. our Author . . . supposes that every author in form, is, in respect of the particular matter he explains, superiour in Understanding to his Reader; yet he allows not that any Author shou'd assume the upper hand, or pretend to withdraw himself from that necessary subjection to foreign Judgment and criticism, which must determine the Place of Honour on the reader's side. 69 shaftesbury argues that though an author may be superior to a reader in understanding on a particular matter, he is not to assume that he is exempt from critical analysis by such a reader. To shaftesbury, an "author in form"-elsewhere he says "author in due form" and "author-character"-meant one who accepts the outward form of an author, and who appears before his readers in such a character. 70 The "Author-character," shaftesbury concludes, appears on the world's stage in the dress of an author, and as such cannot achieve that degree of self-reflective understanding allowed in the disinterested leisure of aristocratic cultivation. 71 shaftesbury focuses on how being "an author in form" exposes a writer to criticism by other men, and argues that despite the apparent challenge to the established mores of aristocratic honour, this sort of "literary" criticism can be just, fair, and honorable. He argues that an author writes for his reader: an "author's art and labour are for his reader's sake alone": in that sense, the reader is master of the author. 72 but many writers, he says, set themselves above criticism, not wishing to be "reminded of those poor elements of speech, their alphabet and grammar." An author, he concludes, is not at liberty to say his work is above or beyond criticism. such views inform the complicated proofrevision process adopted by lyttelton for his Henry the second, which was designed to revise the work beyond critical reproof, especially in regard to those menial elements of writing, alphabet (spelling), and grammar. lyttelton was greatly concerned that his punctuation might be found wanting, even going to the extent of hiring a professional "pointer" to "stop" or punctuate his work.
73 montagu adopted a similar stance when publishing her Essay on the Writing and genius of shakespear (1769), which included a list of errata prominently displayed on the contents page, so making a virtue of the care taken over the work's printed appearance. This is not to say that shaftesbury thinks favorably of critics: rather he criticizes them as "answerers," men who do nothing but answer other writer's arguments. A critic, he says, is one who sets out "To censure merely what another person writes, to twitch, snap, snub up or banter, to torture sentences and phrases, turn a few expressions into ridicule." 74 but despite this dismissive regard for critics, shaftesbury argues that an author in due form is one who allows and welcomes critical engagement. by using the shaftesburian term an "author in form," montagu suggests she will accept becoming a wholly public writer: not only admitting her authorship, but also submitting to the discipline of criticism, and with it, the possibility of public censure for the shortcomings of her wit and scholarship.
V. criTics And Answerers
The treatment of her contribution to the Dialogues of the Dead by readers and critics was a matter of considerable concern for montagu. beyond her inner circle of correspondents, her letters express her concerns about the maintenance of her anonymity, assessments of the quality of her writing, and the reception of her satire. over the months that followed publication, the bookseller sandby kept the book in the public eye through advertisements in five different newspapers.
75 critical notices about the book appeared first in newspapers, and then in the periodical press. some of these merely were informational, noting the book's publication and reprinting one of the dialogues. 76 lyttelton's identity as the principal author was revealed in newspapers within a few days of publication. 77 reviews in the newspapers-broadly enthusiastic about lyttelton's achievement-were followed by more substantial notices in the literary reviews: by Tobias smollett in the Critical Review, owen ruffhead in the Monthly Review, by oliver goldsmith in the Lady's Magazine, by edmund burke in the annual Register, as well as two reviews in france. 78 The most substantial assessment appeared on 17 June, when an anonymous gentleman "answerer" published a 94-page book-length critical commentary on the Dialogues, entitled Candid and critical remarks on the Dialogues of the dead: in a letter from a gentleman in London to his friend in the country.
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As the critical debate unfolded, the central issue that emerged was lyttelton's handling of recent politics, notably his treatment of rival statesmen such as william Pitt, then one of the chief ministers in the coalition administration with newcastle. Although a lifelong friend and ally of Pitt, lyttelton had fallen out with him during the breakup of the devonshire-Pitt administration in 1757: several of lyttelton's Dialogues were reported to reflect badly on Pitt's conduct since that time. montagu's anonymous contribution received a little comment in these reviews, for which montagu may have been thankful. ruffhead, in the Monthly Review, made the most negative comment, suggesting that few readers would agree with lyttleton's chivalrous comment that the last three dialogues were to be preferred. but in general, there was nothing in any public notice to trouble montagu. montagu's curiosity about the popular and critical success of the Dialogues is shown by her archiving of responses, in letters addressed to her, and by the careful preservation of letters sent to lyttelton by men of his acquaintance praising the volume, even when they seem to be ignorant of her contribution. Her own archive of correspondence notes and preserves approving responses from an impressive list of intellectual men and women, including: dodo Heinrich, freiherr von knyphausen, the Prussian Ambassador to england; richard meadowcourt, the vicar of lindridge in worcestershire, an accomplished critic of John milton's works; Philip dormer stanhope, earl of chesterfield; Thomas secker, Archbishop of canterbury, at lambeth Palace; edward young, poet and critic; dr. John gregory, the scottish physician and moralist; lady mary Hervey, the widow of John, lord Hervey; and william clarke, antiquary, and canon librarian of chichester cathedral. 80 montagu's correspondence does not archive or note the hostile response to the Dialogues by Horace walpole, who sent copies to the scottish judge and antiquary sir david dalrymple, later lord Hailes (1726-1792), and sir Horace mann (1706-1786), the british consular representative in florence, in which walpole made fun of the "Dead dialogues"; and the cambridge fellow and antiquarian richard Hurd, who thought them "very puerile, & composed with less elegance than one expects in such things." 81 montagu also learnt of lyttelton's ambitious circulation of the Dialogues to leading intellectual figures in europe. He sent a presentation copy to Hume in edinburgh. 82 Voltaire, who was mentioned of one of the dialogues, read the volume and wrote to lyttelton to complain about the way he was represented. 83 His letter, and lyttelton's complaisant reply, caused a sensation when they were published in the press. 84 Two rival translations of the Dialogues appeared in french as well. The first, by the prolific translator "professeur" Élie de Joncourt (d. 1770), was made from a copy sent by Anne Pitt to louis-Jules mancini-mazarini, duc de nivernais (1716-1798), a writer and fellow of the Academie française. 85 in response, lyttelton encouraged the publication of a translation made by Jean des champs, a french Protestant clergyman in london, which was published and sold by c. g. seyffert from his "libraire" in Pall mall. 86 des champs's diary notes that copies of his translation were presented to frederick, king of Prussia (through his aide de camp, samuel baron von cocceij) and to the Queen mother, Augusta Princesse douairiére de galles. one copy even made its way to the Jesuit mission in beijing, china, where it was praised for its pure and elegant style. 87 Although the Dialogues can appear to be a minor work of satire to the modern eye, the book's reception suggests it was something of an enlightenment cause célèbre.
After the book's publication, montagu went to Tunbridge for the summer season, joined by lyttelton and carter in July. 88 At Tunbridge the Dialogues made her a kind of celebrity. montagu was pestered by an old Quaker chemist (unidentified) who, she said, "will believe in spite of all i can say that i wrote certain dialogues." 89 knowledge that montagu was a writer was apparently commonplace by August: her eccentric friend messenger mounsey wrote that "the world" believes "you have wrote some Dead Dialogues, however you have some grace left in denying 'em, and if they won't believe you, tell em i wrote 'em under a blister." 90 The medical practise of blistering, in traditional humoral medicine, removed bodily fluids to correct the balance between the four humors: it was commonly prescribed for migraine and mania. The precarious fame montagu achieved through the dialogues was attested in an anonymous verse satire on the Tunbridge season for 1760 called scandal at tunbridge Wells: a fable, which identified her amongst various women sojourning at the spa. scandal, the poem explained, came from london to Tunbridge for the summer season, where "with sly leers and envious smiles, / she trails her robe along the Tiles," takes tea and begins to "sneer and flout the ladies." while most women at the spa are criticized for not being as beautiful or as celebrated as they would claim, montagu was satirized for her pretensions to learning.
bless me! what's here? i did not see wise Montague, the belle Esprit! That studies, reads, and writes, and talks, The very sappho of the walks!
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The poem concludes when Truth, who rises from her sacred cell within the well, expels scandal from the town with a thunder-clap. 92 montagu had become the subject of scandal, not only because she was an author in form, appearing in public as such, but because as a satirist, the scourge of folly and falsehood, she had set herself up as the arbiter of taste, as a judge of women and literature. As montagu's adoption of the complex shaftesburian term an "author in form" attests, print publication exposed a writer to criticism, and constructed her character as an author in society. Although montagu does not seem to have been wounded by the public reception of her book, public satires and private remonstrations reminded her of the fragile propriety of being a woman and an author in form.
The state of being a published author, and the question of anonymity, continued to exercise montagu in the subsequent decade. As elizabeth eger has argued, montagu remained wary of publication, even as she worked on her essay on shakespeare.
93 when she first took up the topic of shakespeare in 1761, she explained to Pulteney that "i know i am very unequal to the task but it will improve me, & the work will not expose me, for i shall never make it publick." 94 in february 1766 she wrote to her sister sarah scott (whose sixth anonymous work, the History of sir george Ellison, was published in 1766), stating that: i am determined never to own any thing i print till i am past three score, & then as i shall look like a sybil. i may scatter leaves about, but i cannot assume the character of an author & a critick while i appear in the gay world, & it is so much more agreable to be a citizen of the world in general than to be of any particular class, that i would not on any account wear a distinction tho in some measure honourable. if indeed i had the genius of Pope, Addison, or swift i wd with pleasure take the august name of author but it does not suit my situation & condition of life to appear all that i can appear, a mediocre writer.
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The central question remains that of owning a publication: to own a publication was both to assert that one was the author of that text, and transitively, that the writer was an author. montagu asserts here that to assume the character of an author and critic, to take the "august name of author," was incompatible with her status as a woman in the upper echelons of london society, in the "gay world."
After a very long process of coterie revision and amendment, montagu's an Essay on the writings and genius of shakespear was published in 1769, again anonymously. 96 As with the publication of the Dialogues of the Dead in 1760, she adopted a series of procedures to preserve her anonymity. montagu maintained a strict cordon between her self and the publisher, robert dodsley: her friend benjamin stillingfleet corrected the proofs for the press; she took care to send letters to dodsley from diverse addresses not known to be connected to her; she disavowed her friends' enquiries about "where to fix the author." 97 As with the Dialogues, her authorship eventually became known, but only after sales had proved successful, and a series of positive reviews had appeared in the periodical journals. in a letter to her father, matthew robinson, in which she acknowledges his approbation of the Essay, montagu defended both her status as an author, and the deceptions deployed to preserve her anonymity, explaining that "there is in general a prejudice against female Authors especially if they invade those regions of litterature which the men are desirous to reserve to themselves," such as criticism and satire. she explained how she had deflected personal criticism by anonymous publication, and had revised her work in consultation with an inner circle of "three or four people conversant in critical learning." despite the satisfaction she elsewhere reveals about the recognition she gained for her intellectual accomplishments, having been identified as the author of the Essay gave her cause for concern. she commented: "i shall not own the work, nor would [i] have any of my friends own it is mine, but leave people to think as they please. i am content to be a demirep in litterature, but cannot have the effronterie to go further."
98 montagu proposed to continue to deny ownership of the work, despite the widespread public recognition. but in her refusal to become an author in form, her phrase "demirep in litterature" is revealing. As a "demi-rep" is a woman of doubtful reputation or suspected chastity, the phrase advertises the precarious moral status of the author in form. Here as elsewhere, montagu strategically deploys a complicated construction of femininity to both foil and engage with the discourse of the author.
shaftesbury's model of publication and authorship, adapted by lyttelton and montagu in the Dialogues of the Dead, and again by montagu in the Essay on shakespeare, offers an important model for publication: aristocratic and disinterested, but also publicly engaged with readers and critics in the literary world. montagu's discussion with carter and scott of the consequences of her decision to print her satires, detailed in her published writing and unpublished correspondence, provide an important commentary on, and test of, shaftesbury's discourse on authorship. even though it does not resolve the stigma of print for montagu, shaftesbury's model constitutes an important and yet overlooked discourse in the emergence of women's writing. in the reception of her contribution to lyttelton's satires, montagu's particular status as an educated and talented women of great wealth but not nobility, reinforces the complex overlap between gender and status in discourses of publication and authorship in the period. These involutions of ambition and retirement are characteristic of the emergent figure of the bluestocking woman writer.
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